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369 under Utah Constitution, Article XIV, Section 4.

370 167.   Sales Tax - to study issues related to sales taxes.

371 168.   Sales Tax Exemptions - to study and review all sales tax exemptions.

372 169.   Sales Tax on Business Inputs - to study issues related to the sales tax on business

373 inputs.

374 170.   Severance Tax - to study severance tax revisions.

375 171.   Tax Code Changes - to study simplifying the tax code, eliminating tax credits,

376 and reducing tax rates.

377 172.   Tax Credit for  ÖÖÖÖºººº [Wildlife] Wildfire »»»»ÖÖÖÖ  Mitigation Measures - to study whether to

377a enact a

378 nonrefundable income tax credit for  ÖÖÖÖºººº [wildlife] wildfire »»»»ÖÖÖÖ  mitigation measures in certain areas

378a for a certain

379 period of time and the qualifications to receive the income tax credit (H.B. 196).

380 173.   Tax Credits and Abatements - to study and evaluate the effectiveness of Utah's

381 tax credits and abatements.

382 174.   Tax Credits and Grants for Clean Fuel and Alternative Fuel Vehicles - to study

383 the development of a database to reflect the impact of tax credits and grants for clean fuel and

384 alternative fuel vehicles that have been available since the 1990s to determine the return on

385 investment for the tax credits.

386 175.   Taxes on Subdivided Property - to study apportionment of delinquent property

387 taxes on subdivided property.

388 176.   Truth in Taxation - to study whether to adjust Truth in Taxation to allow for

389 Consumer Price Index adjustments.

390 177.   Abuse Deterrent Opioid Analgesic Products - to study the efficacy of use and the

391 barriers to use of abuse deterrent opioid analgesic drugs (S.B. 265).

392 178.   Employment After Retirement - to study methods to allow certain postretirement

393 employment (S.B. 91).

394 179.   National Guard Benefits - to study a line of duty benefit for the National Guard.

395 180.   Phased-Retirement - to study potential policies and costs relating to

396 phased-retirement in the Utah Retirement Systems, including options that may allow for a

397 gradual reduction in an employee's work arrangement while receiving part of a retirement

398 allowance as a transition toward retirement.

399 181.   Police and Fire Benefits - to study retroactive line of duty benefits for police and
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431 freight train or light engine has a crew consisting of at least two individuals (S.B. 50).

432 196.   Registering Electric Bicycles - to study whether to require that electric bicycles

433 be registered.

434 197.   Sales Tax Earmarks for Transportation - to study ways to simplify the sales tax

435 earmarks for transportation funding (H.B. 188).

436 198.   Transportation Funding Modifications - to study whether to rename the

437 Transportation Investment Fund of 2005 as the Rebecca D. Lockhart Transportation Investment

438 Fund and to make changes to revenues deposited into the fund (H.B. 421 and 1st Sub. H.B.

439 421).

440 199.   Use of Aviation Fuel Tax Revenues - to study statutory changes clarifying the

441 purposes for which certain aviation fuel tax revenues may be expended.

442 200.   Vehicle Towing - to study issues related to the use of a tow truck motor carrier,

443 vehicle towing, whether to require tow truck drivers to have a criminal background check

444 before performing tow truck services, and towing vehicles from private parking lots (H.B. 266

445 and 2nd Sub. H.B. 266).

446 201.   Fiscal Notes - to study whether the Legislature should use dynamic scoring on

447 fiscal notes.

448 202.   Legislative Ethics Commission Issues - to study and review joint rules relating to

449 the Legislative Ethics Commission, specifically an equal protection issue regarding who can

450 file a complaint and the publicity related to filing a complaint.

451 203.   Responsibility for Education Funding - to study and determine whether the

452 Revenue and Taxation Interim Committee or the Education Interim Committee should be

453 tasked with studying the complexities of education funding and appropriations.

453a      ����ºººº 204. Historic Districts - to study parameters and creation guidelines of historic districts.

453b 205. Towing - to study statewide towing policies.

453c 206. Work Zone Noise - to study nighttime work zone noise.

453d 207. Transportation Prioritization - to study the Transportation Commission's

453e prioritization process.

453f 208. Enterprise Zone Amendments (H.B. 87)  »»»»����

453g ÖÖÖÖºººº 209. Custom Fit and Talent Incentives - to study custom fit and talent incentives for

453h high-demand, STEM-related jobs.

453i 210. Insurance Waiver - to study the implications of Section 31A-22-305, which allows a

453j named insured to reject uninsured motorist coverage by an express writing to the insurer, and

453k study whether the minimum automobile insurance should be increased.

453l The feasibility of electric motorcycle fleet for local law enforcement. »»»»ÖÖÖÖ
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